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It is proved that a bounded operator on a Hilbert space is similar to a 
contraction if and only if it is completely polynomially bounded. This gives a 
partial answer to Problem 6 of Halmos (BUN. Amer. Math. Sot. 76 (1970). 
877-933). The set of completely bounded maps between C*-algebras is studied to 
obtain some structure, representation, and extension theorems for this class of 
maps. These allow a characterization of the completely bounded representations. on 
a Hilbert space, of any subalgebra of a C*-algebra to be obtained. The result in the 
title follows by applying this characterization to the disk algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The set of completely bounded maps between C*-algebras has recently 
been shown to play an important role in the study of several problems in C*- 
algebras and operator theory. This is due chiefly to the papers (2, 3, 91. In 
this paper we develop some structure theorems and an extension theorem for 
completely bounded maps. One of the consequences of these theorems is that 
every completely bounded homomorphism from a subalgebra of a C”- 
algebra is similar to a completely contractive homomorphism. The result 
allows us to show that completely K-spectral operators are similar to 
spectral operators. In particular, we show that completely polynomially 
bounded operators are similar to contractions. 
This last result gives a partial answer to a question posed by Halmos (4, 
Problem 61 which asks if every polynomially bounded operator is similar to 
a contraction. Our results show that this question is equivalent to asking 
whether or not every polynomially bounded operator is necessarily 
completely polynomially bounded. 
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2. COMPLETELY BOUNDED MAPS 
In this section we obtain some representation theorems and an extension 
theorem for completely bounded maps defined on subspaces of C*-algebras. 
We employ many of the same techniques as in [5], so we recall some of the 
terminology and results from there. 
Let ZZ’ and 9 be C*-algebras. By a subspace of J& we mean a (not 
necessarily closed) complex linear manifold, unless it is specified that the 
subspace is only real linear. Similarly, by a linear map we shall always mean 
a complex linear map, unless it is specified that the map is only real linear. 
Let M, denote the C*-algebra of complex n x it matrices. If 9 is a subspace 
of ~8’ and L: rP -+ 9 is a linear map, then we set 
L,=L@ 1,,:~@M,,+3?@M,. 
When supn llLnll is finite, L is called completely bounded, and we let 
IlLllcb = sup IIL,lI. n 
If l(L (Icb < 1, then L is called a complete contraction (or completely 
contractive), and if L, is positive for all n, then L is called completely 
positive. 
We use J&‘~ to denote the self-adjoint elements of .d. If .Y c .d” is a real 
linear subspace, let .F = .Y + i9 denote its complex span. For a real linear 
map 4: .Y + ,Oh, the complex linear map $z ,P - .59 is given by 
We call 4 a real complete contraction provided 
& : (tp @ MJh -+ (28 @ M,Jh, 
is a contraction for all n. If d is a real complete contraction, then i is a 
complete contraction [5, Proposition 2.11. If Y s &’ is a subspace with 
Y’ = 5?* and L: 9 -+ 59 is linear, then we define a linear map L *: it’ --f 3’ 
by 
L*(a) = L(a*)*. 
Let Re(L): 9 + 9 and Im(L): 9 --t .A? be defined by 
Re(L) = {(L + L *) 
and 
Im(L) = ti(L - L *), 
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so that 
L = Re(L) + i Im(L). 
with Re(L)* = Re(L) and Im(K) = Im(L)*. 
The following sequence of lemmas closely parallels that in 15 ). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let .d be a unital C*-algebra, let Y C_ “/ be a subspace 
with Y = r/‘*, and let L: TL/’ --t .d be a complete contraction with L = L *. [f’ 
A E (I/ 0 M,)h, H E Mi, and H f A 2 0, then H i L,(A) > 0. 
ProoJ Note that necessarily H > 0. The proof is the same as that for the 
implication (i) 3 (ii) in 19, Satz 4.21, taking * = 1 or 15. Lemma 2.2). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let .w’ and .d be unital C*-algebras, let / i ,:*/ be LI 
complex subspace, and let L: 2’ --), d be a complete contraction. [f w’e set 
and define y: f + ( ;9 @ M,)” by 









0 -ia + ib 
ia*-ib* 0 ’ 
The canonical isomorphism between (.Ca @ MJ @ M, and (.& @ M,,) 0 Mz 
yields a canonical rearrangement of an n x n matrix of 2 x 2 blocks as a 
2 x 2 matrix of n x n blocks, with the (i, j)th entry of the (k, I)th block 
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becoming the (k, Z)th entry of the (i, j)th block. An element of (<p @ M,)” 
after this rearrangement is of the form, 
with A E 9 @ 44,. It is easily checked that the image of such an element 
under pn,, after the same rearrangement, is
0 
L,(A)* 
We now have 
and hence y is a real complete contraction. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let xf and 9 be unital C*-algebras, let Y c sf’ be a 
subspace, and let L: ip -+ 9 be a complete contraction. If 
and 
is defined by 
L(a) 
’ s 
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An element of (<!? @ M,)h, after the canonical reshuffle, is of the form 
LE 3 
with H, K E ME, and A E Iz” ~$3 M,. Furthermore, the image of such an 
element under $“‘,, after the same reshuffle, is 
i 
H L,,(A 1 
J,(A)* ) K ’ 
Since 
it follows that 





= L,(A)* K ’ 
from which the result follows. m 
We are now able to prove an extension theorem for completely bounded 
maps which is the analogue of [ 1, Theorem 1.2.91. This result has recently 
been obtained independently in [lo], by different methods. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let d be a unital C*-algebra, let 9 s d be a subspace, 
and let L: 9 + Y(A?) be a completely bounded map. Then there exists a 
completely bounded map z: J@’ --t Y(R) which extends L, with 
lbxb = llLIlcb. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that )I L JJcb = 1, so that 
L is a complete contraction. Let 
:r,sER,andaEY 
and define 
4 r a 1) i r L(a) a* s = L(a)* ’ s 1 
By Lemma 2.3, 4 is a real complete contraction, and hence by [S, 
Proposition 2.11, 
is a complete contraction. Since $ is a unital, complete contraction by [ 1, 
Theorem 1.2.91, f possesses an extension to a unital, completely positive 
map, 
We now define z: .d -+ P(fl by setting Z(a) equal to the (1, 2) entry of 
For a E 5.Y we have seen 
and 
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hence, I? does extend L. Furthermore, since y/ is a unital, completely positive 
map, /) I+v// = 1, from which it follows that l\z,,il < 1. Thus, we must have 
which completes the proof of the theorem. I 
The essential step in the proof of Theorem 2.4 was to realize a complete 
contraction as the off-diagonal corner of a unital, completely positive map. 
We make this precise with 
THEOREM 2.5. Let .d be a unital C*-algebra. and let 
L:.Y-+2+(X), 
be a complete contraction. Then there exist unital, completeI)! positire maps, 
$hi:.d+-t(x) for icl.2, 
such that the map, 
ly:.d@M,+Y(X](~A4M,, 
defined 61 
is a unital, completely positive map. 
ProojI Let 
/ = ) car* z ):r.sEI!:,andaE./-(, 
and define 
by 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, y is a unital, real complete contraction and 
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hence we may extend it to a unital, completely positive map on all of 












the Schwartz inequality for completely positive maps shows 
and 
Thus, there exist unital, completely positive maps 4, and ti2 such that 
Hence, 
The following result is slightly stronger than [9, Satz 4.51. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let ~4 be a unital C*-algebra and let L: AI’ -+ ii’(Z) be 
completely bounded. Then there exists a completely positive map 
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f$: .d + Y’(F) with I[#(/ =4(l) = IjLlj,, such that 4 i Re(L) and 4 rt Im(Li 
are completely positive. 
ProojI Clearly, we may assume /IL//,, = 1. Let i,~ be the unital. 
completely positive map of Theorem 2.5. 
We claim that, 4 = )@, + &) has the above properties. Define 
y: .$’ + .d @ M, by 
and 8:Y(W)@M,-+9(P) by 
Then 1~ and 6 are both completely positive. 
Hence. S o v/ o y is completely positive and 
6 o w o Y(Q) =4,(a) + @z(a) + L(a) + L*(a) 
= 24(a) + 2 Re(L)(a). 
If we set 
then we see 
60 vu, oy=2#-2Re(L). 
is completely positive. Similarly, conjugation of w by 
and its inverse, shows that 4 f Im(L) is completely positive. Finally, since o 
is completely positive, 11#1/ = #(I) = 1. I 
The proofs of Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are valid in a somewhat more 
general setting than is needed here. Indeed, if the range of the map L lies in a 
general C*-algebra B, then all that is required of B is that the map i of 
Theorem 2.4 possess an extension to a unital, completely positive map. This 
is the case, for example, if B is injective. 
The results of this section can be combined with the ideas of 13 1 and 
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Stinespring’s theorem [7] to yield the following representation theorems for 
completely bounded maps. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let Icp be a unital C*-algebra and let L: .d -+ Y(R) 
be a complete contraction. Then there exists a Hilbert space K, a unital 
*-homomorphism 71: d--t Y(X), and isometries Vi:LX-t.W for i= 1,2, 
such that, 
L(a) = V,*n(a) V,. 
Proof. Let v/: J/ @ M, --t P(R) @ M, be the unital, completely positive 
map of Theorem 2.5. Identifying Y(R) @ M, with d”(,X OR) and 
applying Stinespring’s theorem [ 71, we obtain a unital *-representation 
z: ~8’ @M, --$ P(N) for some Hilbert space M’, and an isometry 
W: R @ A?‘--) .A? such that w = W*x W. The images of the matrix units for 
M, yield a decomposition of .A as ,F’@ .Z’ for some Hilbert space 3’; with 
the projection onto 3 @ 0. With respect to this decomposition, we may 




Thus, there exist isometries 
v,. v*:<w*x, 
such that, 
W(k, 0 k2) = V,k, @ V,k,. 
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It follows that, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
i 
v+,(a) v, Vfvc,(b) vz 
V*n,(c) v, v*n](b) v, 
I 
1, 
THEOREM 2.8. Let .Y* a unital C*-algebra and let L: v. + 1 (X) be 
completely bounded //L /lch = k. Then there exists a Hilberr space 9. a 
*-homomorphism n: .d -+ Y(p), a bounded incertible operator S: 3 --t k ~ 
and an isome@> V: X--t .R’, such that, 
L(a) = V*S ‘71(a) SK 
Furthermore. S may be chosen so that 
Proof: Except for the estimate of [j Sij . j( S ’ /j, this is just a restatement 
of ) 3, Theorem 3 1. By Theorem 2.7, there exist a Hilbert space .8’, , a 
*-homomorphism 71, : .d + Y’(.R,), and isometries Vi: I --t R, , for i = 1, 2. 
such that. 
+ L(a) = Vl*n,(a) Vz = Vz*V, Vfn,(a) Vz. 
Let A = fi V, VT, and let B = \/ir . 1 /i’ . 
Following (3, Lemma 2 1, if we set Y =’ Jk f 1 and let 
S= A r. I ’ 
r-‘(l-B/l) 1. -B 
then 
s-1 zz 
B Y. 1 
i r-‘(1 -AB) -A ’ 
A calculation shows 
llSll=llS-‘ll<((Jlt+Jk+ 1). 
Let fl = 8, @ iu,, and define x:.M”+ Y’(R) bq 
z(a) = 7I, (a) 0 0, 
and V: R ---t R by 
Vh= V,h@O. 
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We now have 
with 
V”S7?(a)S-V= ?qAn,(a)B) v2 =L(a), 
We remark that the *-homomorphism x constructed in Theorem 2.8 is 
always nonunital, while the one constructed in Theorem 2.7 is unital. 
A more clever choice of the operator S in the proof of Theorem 2.8 could 
perhaps lower the bound on I] SJ] - )I SP ’ I], but we have not been able to 
improve on that which appears in [ 31. 
3. COMPLETELY BOUNDED HOMOMORPHISMS 
In this section we apply the results of the previous section to obtain some 
similarity results. 
If .9 is a subalgebra (not necessarily closed) of P(Z) and .H’E.K” are 
closed subspaces of GF which are invariant for 9, then the orthocomplement 
of .M in .H, .fl@ -4, is called a semi-invariant subspace for .%. If P is the 
projection onto a semi-invariant subspace for 9, then the map B + PBP is a 
homomorphism on L!?. A result of ]6] shows that the converse is true as well. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let s9 be a unital C*-algebra, .A?? be a subalgebra of &‘, 
and let p: A?-+ Y(Z) be a completely bounded homomorphism with 
ljpllc,, = k. Then there exist a Hilbert space .4 -, a completely contructive 
homomorphism, 




p(b) = R - ‘y(b)R for all b E 5. 
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Proof By Theorem 2.4, we may extend p to @ .d + Y’(P) with 
Hence by Theorem 2.8, there exist a *-homomorphism I[: rJ --) Y’(. R ). an 
isometry V: Y 4 .%, and a bounded invertible operator S: R -+ Y? with 
such that, 
p”(a) = v*s -~ ‘n(a) sv. 
Since d is a subalgebra, the projection of R onto V1 will be a 
homomorphism on S’rc(,%‘)S. Thus, by 161, we have that C’? is semi- 
invariant for S-‘n(.d)S. Hence, there exists a closed subspace X of .iy such 
that X is orthogonal to VT, with ,X and zY@ VX invariant for 
S’z(. 3)s. It follows that SY and S( X 0 VT) = S X + SVW are both 
closed invariant subspaces for rc(.$). 
Let f be the orthocomplement of S N in S 4 + SV;Y, so that 2 is 
semi-invariant for n(.$), and let P be the projection from /Y onto I . We 
define 
Y(b) = Jwb) I I 
Clearly ;I is a homomorphism. Furthermore, is completely contractive since 
II i,, II < II *,, II = 1. 
Since S 4, SVX; and S fl+ SVX are closed, with 
s 6Yc-T SVF = (O), 
it follows that 
PI svx: svw --t. I ‘, 
is one-to-one and onto, and hence invertible. Therefore, if we set 
R=PSV: F+.I; 
then R is bounded and invertible. We claim that 
R-’ = V*S-‘P:. 1.4 l;u, 
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Indeed, for h E X, we may write 
SVh=x+PSVh=x+Rh, 
where 
Writing x = Sy with y E ,X, we have 
V*S-‘P(Rh)= V*S-‘(x+Rh)- V*S-‘x=h- V*y=hh, 
since y E ,N, which is orthogonal to VT. 
Again, for h E 2, writing SVh = x + Rh with x E SMn .* ‘L, we have, 
for b E 59, 
R-‘y(b)Rh = V*S-‘Pn(b) PSVh 
= V*S-‘Pn(b)[SVh -xl 
= p(b)h - V*S-‘Pz(b)x 
= p(b)h, 
since S.,& is invariant for n(b) and S.,R is othogonal to .h ‘. Thus, 
R - ’ y(b)R = p(b) 
Finally, we note that 
for all b E .%‘. 
IIRII a IV-‘II = IIPSVII - II V*S-‘PII 
We remark that when 9 is a C*-algebra, then a semi-invariant subspace 
, Y for ~(9) must actually be an invariant-reducing subspace. Thus, the map 
y in the above theorem will be a *-homomorphism. Hence, Theorem 3.1 
shows that a completely bounded homomorphism of a C*-algebra is similar 
to a *-homomorphism. This was first proved in [2, Theorem 1.101. It is 
interesting to note that the bound on ]] R - ’ ]j . ]] R )] that was obtained in [ 2] is 
K, which is somewhat better than we obtain here. 
We also remark that if 9 possesses a unit and p is unital, then y is unital. 
We now turn to some applications of the above theorem to operator 
theory. When M is a compact subset of @, we let R(M) denote the set of 
quotients of polynomials with poles off M and for f E R(M), let 
llfll = su~U-(z)l: z E ML 
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If for T E 2”( F’) there is a constant K > 0 such that 
for all f E R(M), then we call M a K-spectral set for T and call T a 
K-spectral operator. When K = 1, we call M a spectral set for T and call T B 
spectral operator. When the closed unit disk is a K-spectral set for T, then T 
is said to be polynomially bounded. Note that this is equivalent to requiring 
II p(T)11 < K II P II- 
for all polynomials, since the polynomials are dense in R(M) when M is Ihe 
unit disk. 
If for T E J”( 3’) there exists a K > 0 such that 
for all 
Il(fi.j(T))II < KM.i)li~ 
and for all n, then M is called a complete K-spectral set for T, and we call 7‘ 
a complete K-spectral operator. We define complete spectral sets, completel.1, 
spectral operators, and complete& polynomial[\> bounded operators 
analogously. 
The following result describes the relationship between completel> 
K-spectral operators and completely spectral operators. 
THEOREM 3.2. If M is a complete K-spectral set jbr TE / ( X ). therl 
there exists a bounded invertible operator S E Y( 9’) such that M is a 
complete spectral set for S-’ TS. Furthermore, we ma)’ choose S such that 
Proof: Let C(M) denote the C*-algebra of continuous functions on ,M 
with sup norm. Clearly 
R(M) ?z C(M) 
is a subalgebra and the homomorphism, 
p: R(M) + Y’( 8’). 
defined by 
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is completely bounded with 
The proof of the theorem is completed by applying Theorem 3.1 and 
observing that since R and the space .K in Theorem 3.1 are similar, we may 
assume that Z = X. 1 
COROLLARV 3.3. A set M is a complete K-spectral set for an operator T 
if and only if T is similar to an operator for which M is a complete spectral 
set. 
When R(M) + R(M) is dense in C(M), then R(M) is called a Dirichlet 
algebra. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R(M) be a Dirichlet algebra. Then M is a complete 
K-spectral set for an operator T if and only if T is similar to an operator for 
which M is a spectral set. 
Proof. By [l, Proposition 3.6.11, when R(M) is Dirichlet, every unital 
contractive map is completely contractive. Thus, when R(M) is Dirichlet, M 
is a spectral set if and only if it is a complete spectral set. I 
COROLLARY 3.5. An operator T is similar to a contraction if and only if 
T is completely polynomially bounded. 
Prooj When M is the closed unit disk, R(M) is a Dirichlet algebra and 
so Corollary 3.4 is in effect. By von Neumann’s theorem [S], the disk is a 
spectral set for an operator if and only if it is a contraction. I 
Problem 6 of [4] asks if every polynomially bounded operator is similar to 
a contraction. By Corollary 3.5 this question is clearly equivalent o asking if 
every polynomially bounded operator is completely polynomially bounded. 
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